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Additional analyses are currently under way to assess the impact of the climate
changes described here on forests and agriculture, coastal and marine resources,
human health, and urban centers across the Northeast, as well as options for
mitigation and adaptation. A major synthesis report on these findings is expected in
early 2007.
More information about the Northeast Climate Impacts Assessment is available at
http://www.northeastclimateimpacts.org or from Erika Spanger-Siegfried, Northeast
Climate Project Manager, at esiegfried@ucsusa.org.
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Executive Summary
The pulse of life and economic activity across the Northeast is marked by the region’s dramatic
seasonal cycle, changeable weather, and extreme events such as floods and nor’easters. This familiar
climate is already changing in noticeable ways. Temperatures have been rising, particularly in winter,
and the number of extremely hot days in summer has been increasing. Snow cover is decreasing and
spring is arriving earlier in the year. Recent changes in our climate in the Northeast are consistent
with those expected due to increasing levels of carbon dioxide and other heat-trapping gases in the
atmosphere. These gases are released by the burning of fossil fuels and other human activities.
This study draws on recent advances in climate modeling to assess how global warming may
further affect the Northeast’s climate. Using projections from three state-of-the-art global climate
models, we compare the types and magnitude of climate changes that will result from higher
emissions of heat-trapping gases versus lower emissions. The first scenario is a future where people—
individuals, communities, businesses, states, and nations—allow emissions to continue growing
rapidly, and the second is one in which society transitions onto a pathway of economic development
with substantially lower emissions.
Over the next few decades, similar changes in climate are expected under either emissions
scenario. For example, temperatures across the region are likely to rise by 2.5 to 4 degrees Fahrenheit
(°F) in winter and 1 to 3°F in summer, regardless of the emissions during that period. These changes
have already been set in motion by our emissions over the past few decades, but it takes years or
decades for the climate to respond in noticeable ways.
By mid-century and later, however, most changes projected to occur depend strongly on the
emissions choices we make in the near future and carry through the rest of the century. Specifically,
under the higher-emissions scenario, in which the world remains on a pathway of highly fossil fuelintensive economic growth (with heat-trapping emissions from automobiles, power plants, and
industries continuing to increase through the end of the century), new projections for the Northeast
show that:
•
•

•

By the end of this century, winters could warm by 8 to 12°F and summers by 6 to 14°F.
Historically, major cities in the Northeast experience 10 to 15 days per year when temperatures
exceed 90oF. By mid-century, cities such as Philadelphia, New York City, and Boston could
experience 30 to 60 days of temperatures over 90°F each summer. By late in the century, most
cities in the region are likely to experience more than 60 days with temperatures over 90oF,
including 14 to 28 days with temperatures over 100°F (compared with one or two days per year
historically).
As winter temperatures rise, more precipitation will fall as rain and less as snow. By the end of
the century, the length of the winter snow season could be cut in half.
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•

•

•

•

The frequency of late summer and fall droughts is projected to increase significantly, with shortterm droughts (lasting one to three months) becoming as frequent as once per year over much of
the Northeast by the end of the century.
The character of the seasons will change significantly, with spring arriving three weeks earlier by
the end of the century, summer lengthening by about three weeks at both its beginning and end,
fall becoming warmer and drier, and winter becoming shorter and milder.
Sea-level rise will continue, reaching anywhere from a few inches to more than one foot by midcentury. By the end of the century, global sea level could rise from eight inches up to nearly three
feet, increasing the risk of coastal flooding and damage from storm surges.
Higher global temperatures also imply a greater risk of destabilizing the Greenland and West
Antarctic ice sheets. It is possible, particularly under the higher-emissions scenario, that warming
could reach a level during this century beyond which it would no longer be possible to avoid
rapid ice sheet melting and a sea-level rise of more than 20 feet over the next few centuries.

In contrast, under the lower-emissions scenario, in which the
Some global warming is now
world follows a pathway of high economic growth but shifts toward
unavoidable, but the extent
less fossil fuel-intensive industries and introduces clean and
of change in the Northeast
resource-efficient technologies, heat-trapping emissions would peak
largely depends on choices
by about mid-century and then decline. New projections for this
we make today.
region show that smaller climate-related changes can be expected if
the world follows the lower-emissions pathway—typically, about half the change expected under the
higher-emissions scenario. In this case, projected changes for the region include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

End-of-century temperature increases of 5 to 7.5°F in winter and 3 to 7°F in summer.
An average of 30 rather than 60 days over 90oF for most cities in the region by the end of the
century, and only a few days over 100°F.
A 25 percent loss of the winter snow season.
A likelihood of short-term drought only slightly higher than today.
Arrival of spring one to two weeks earlier by century’s end; summer would arrive only one week
earlier and extend a week and a half longer into the fall.
Sea-level rise of a few inches to less than two feet by century’s end, reducing though not
eliminating the risk of exceeding the warming threshold that would destabilize major ice sheets.

Under either emissions scenario, the Northeast of the future will be a tangibly different place.
Additional future changes that do not show dramatic differences between scenarios include:
•

•
•

Increases in the likelihood and severity of heavy rainfall events, including more than a 10 percent
increase in the number of annual extreme rainfall events and a 20 percent increase in the
maximum amount of rain that falls in a five-day period each year.
Increases in winter precipitation on the order of 20 to 30 percent, with slightly greater increases
under the higher-emissions scenario.
A combination of higher temperatures, increased evaporation, expanded growing season, and
other factors that will cause summer and fall to become drier, with extended periods of low
streamflow. This will reduce the availability of water from northeastern rivers to natural
ecosystems, agriculture, and other needs.

Although some changes are now unavoidable, the extent of change and the impact of these
changes on the Northeast depend to a large degree on the emissions choices we in the Northeast and
the world make today. The “higher” emissions scenario described here is not a ceiling on what our
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future emissions might be, but neither is the “lower” scenario a floor on the lowest emissions we can
achieve. While actions to reduce emissions in the Northeast alone will not stabilize the climate, the
region is a center of global leadership in technology, finance, and innovation. Ranked against the
nations of the world, it is also the seventh largest source of carbon dioxide emissions from energy use.
As such, the Northeast is well positioned to be a technology and policy leader in reducing emissions
and driving the national and international progress essential to providing our children and
grandchildren with a safe and stable future climate.
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CHAPTER 1

CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE NORTHEAST: AN
INTRODUCTION
From the sandy beaches of New Jersey to the rocky shores of Maine, and inland from the
cornfields of Pennsylvania to the mountains of New Hampshire, Vermont, and New York, the
northeastern United States boasts enormous geographical diversity. While relatively small in extent,
the Northeast has one of the steepest climate gradients 3,4 and hence one of the most varied regional
climates in the nation.
The character and economy of the Northeast are defined in no small part by its climate: the strong
seasonal cycle that produces snowy winters, verdant springs, humid summers, and colorful autumns;
the year-to-year and day-to-day variability that brings extreme events such as nor’easters and ice
storms; and the moderating influence of offshore currents such as the Gulf Stream.
The Northeast has been dramatically shaped by past changes in climate. Eighteen thousand years
ago, for example, when global average temperatures were an estimated 6 to 9oF cooler than they are
today, 5 the region was covered by a thick ice sheet.
BOX 1: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
By 10,000 years ago, the climate had warmed and the
NORTHEAST REGION
glaciers retreated, scouring out many of the lakes and
• The Northeast region defined here includes
rocky shores that now cover the northern part of the
the states of Maine, New Hampshire,
region.
Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Such previous cyclical changes in climate were
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania.
driven by changes in Earth’s orbit around the sun and
enhanced by natural variability in the climate system.
• Collectively, Northeast states are the world’s
seventh largest source of carbon dioxide
In contrast, there is strong evidence that global
emissions (the most important heat-trapping
climate change 6 is now being driven by human
gas), compared with the major carbonactivities worldwide, primarily the burning of fossil
emitting nations (Figure 1).
fuels and tropical deforestation. These activities
• Carbon dioxide emissions in the Northeast
release carbon dioxide and other heat-trapping gases
come from transportation (35 percent),
into the atmosphere.
electric power (30 percent), and residential,
Carbon dioxide concentrations are now higher
industrial, and commercial energy use (35
percent).
than at any time in more than 700,000 years, 7 and
average global temperatures in the Northern
• One in five Americans—57,000,000
people—live in the Northeast.
Hemisphere have risen more than 1oF over the past
150 years due to increases in carbon dioxide and
• Several major metropolitan areas are located
in the Northeast, including New York,
other gases. The human contribution to these changes
Boston, and Philadelphia.
has been confirmed by international bodies such as
• Climate-sensitive sectors of the Northeast’s
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
economy
include
forestry,
fisheries,
(IPCC) and 11 national science academies, including
recreation, tourism, and agriculture.
that of the United States.
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Changes consistent with global warming are already under way across
the Northeast. Since 1970, the region has been warming at a rate of nearly
0.5oF per decade. Winter temperatures have risen even faster, at a rate of
1.3oF per decade from 1970 to 2000. This warming has been correlated
with many noticeable changes across the Northeast, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changes consistent with
global warming are
already underway across
the Northeast.

More frequent extreme-heat days (maximum temperatures greater than 90°F) 8
A longer growing season 9
Earlier leaf and bloom dates for plants 10,11
Shifts in the mating cycles of frogs to earlier in the year 12
Earlier migration of Atlantic salmon in northeastern rivers 13,14
An increase in heavy rainfall events10,15
Earlier breakup of winter ice on lakes and rivers 16,57
Earlier spring snowmelt resulting in earlier high spring river flows 17
Less precipitation falling as snow and more as rain 18
Rising sea surface temperatures and sea level 19
UNITED STATES
Reduced snowpack and increased snow density 20
China
Russia

As the Northeast continues to warm in the coming
Japan
India
decades, even more dramatic changes are projected—
Germany
changes that have the potential to dramatically alter
NORTHEAST
many aspects of the region’s climate that are vital to its
Canada
economy, ecosystems, character, and quality of life.
United Kingdom
However, the amount of climate change will be
Italy
determined by actions taken in the Northeast and
S. Korea
globally, and by the effects of these actions on further
France
S. Africa
emissions of heat-trapping gases.
Mexico
The collaborative research results presented here
Australia
describe the changes that might be expected over the
Brazil
coming decades and the rest of this century based on two
Iran
different emissions scenarios—pictures of two plausible
Ukraine
alternative futures. Using state-of-the-art climate models
Spain
and techniques, our work builds on previous studies and
Saudi Arabia
Indonesia
assessments of observed and projected climate change 21
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
to provide the latest, most robust climate projections for
Annual Emissions in 2001 (gigatons of carbon dioxide)
the Northeast.
Figure 1. Energy-related carbon dioxide emissions in
In Chapter 2, we describe the observational data,
the Northeast, ranked against the major emitting
models, and methods used to derive these projections of
nations of the world. U.S. emissions include the
future climate change across the Northeast. In Chapter 3,
Northeast states.84
we focus on specific types of changes (seasonal
temperature, extreme heat, rainfall and snow, drought,
surface water, growing season, sea-level rise, and changes in storms and extreme events) to examine
how these have changed in the recent past and how they are likely to be affected by global warming
in the coming decades. We conclude in Chapter 4 with a brief discussion of the importance of the
choices we make today in determining the pathway we follow and the magnitude of the climate
change we can expect during the rest of the century.
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CHAPTER 2

DATA SOURCES AND MODEL PROJECTIONS
2.1 Historical Climate Data
To determine how climate in the Northeast has already changed, we use:
•
•
•
•
•

Weather station records of daily temperature and precipitation
Climate “indicators” such as the bloom dates for specific plant species
Measurements of snow depth and density
Streamflow gauges that measure changes in the amount of water in rivers and streams
A hydrological model that uses observed temperature and precipitation as inputs to
determine likely historical evaporation rates, runoff, soil moisture, and other variables for
which we do not have consistent, long-term observations

To examine past changes in climate across the Northeast, we rely on the daily temperature and
precipitation values recorded by the United States Historical Climatology Network (USHCN) weather
stations. 22,23,24 These stations were selected based on the length of their records and the quality of
their data. 25,26,27,28,29 Temperature and precipitation data from the USHCN stations can be used to
estimate changes in seasonal and annual temperatures as well as day-to-day variations in extreme-heat
days or heavy rainfall events.
Indirect evidence of warming is also obtained from climate indicators, or specific events that are
known to respond to temperature changes. For example, we use the date of leaf-out and bloom events
for specific tree and plant species as captured by the Spring Indices (SI) models. 30,31 These models
are based on more than 2,000 station-years of weather data combined with first-leaf and first-bloom
data for lilac and honeysuckle. The average date on which the first leaf and first bloom occurred for
these plants is based on data collected from 1961 to 1994 at sites throughout the north-central and
northeastern United States. This date was then statistically linked to the number of warm days that
accumulated prior to the leaf and bloom events, as well as to the winter chilling requirements of
different species. Changes in the leaf and bloom dates therefore represent changes in accumulated
temperatures over the course of the preceding months.
A number of hydrological indicators were also used to assess changes in the availability and
supply of water in the Northeast. These include observational records from stream gauges that
measure streamflow and can detect the dates when ice breaks up on rivers, and snow observation sites
where snow depth and density have been measured. We supplemented observational records with a
well-tested hydrological model, the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model. 32,33,34 This model
simulates the full water and energy balance at Earth’s surface by modeling runoff, infiltration, soil
water drainage, evapotranspiration (the loss of water through evaporation from soil and emission
from plant leaves), and snowpack accumulation and melt. Meteorological observations, including
daily precipitation and temperature, were used to drive the VIC model for the period 1950 to 1999.
The output from the model provides a robust estimate of historical evapotranspiration, runoff, snow
water equivalent, and soil moisture across the entire Northeast. These outputs were then compared
with available records in certain locations,2,35,36 confirming that the model is capable of reproducing
seasonal soil moisture, streamflow, and other hydrological indicators. 37
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2.2 Future Climate Projections
To estimate future changes in the Northeast’s climate, we use:
•
•
•

Global emissions scenarios that project future emissions resulting from alternative
pathways of population growth, energy use, economic development, and technology.
Global climate models that calculate changes in temperature, precipitation, and other
climate variables that would occur under different emissions scenarios.
Downscaling methods that take the coarse-resolution global climate model outputs and
translate them into high-resolution regional temperature and precipitation projections.

Emissions Scenarios

BOX 2: INTER-SCENARIO DIFFERENCES
Over the next few decades, changes in temperature and other
related climate variables are not expected to be significantly
affected by changes in emissions during that time period. That is
because near-term climate change (over the next few decades) is
primarily determined by emissions that have already occurred.
Two factors account for this: the time it takes for the oceans to
respond to increasing atmospheric levels of heat-trapping gases,
and the long lifetime of the gases we have already produced,
which can remain from tens to hundreds of years in the
atmosphere.
By mid-century, however, significant differences begin to
emerge in the climate changes expected under the higher- versus
the lower- emissions scenario. By the end of the century,
temperature changes in the Northeast under the higher-emissions
scenario are nearly double those under the lower scenario. This
highlights the fact that decisions made now and over the next few
decades will be critical to determining what climate our children
and grandchildren will inherit.
Figure 2. Projected future carbon emissions for the SRES emissions
scenarios.38 Emissions for the higher scenario (A1fi) correspond to the red
dotted line, while emissions for the lower (B1) scenario are indicated by
the solid green line.

Before estimating potential changes in
climate during the rest of the century, we first
need to ask: how might human societies and
economies develop over the coming decades?
What technological advances might we
expect? On what energy sources might we
rely? The answers to these questions will
affect future emissions of greenhouse gases
from human activities. And these emissions
will in turn determine future climate change at
both the global level and in the Northeast.
To address these questions, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) has developed a set of future emissions
scenarios known as SRES (Special Report on
Emissions Scenarios). 38 These scenarios use a
wide range of projections for future
population, demographics, technology, and
energy use to estimate the greenhouse gas
emissions that would result from a variety of
possible futures. In doing so, they cover a wide
range of plausible futures we can use to assess
the differences in the extent and severity of the
global warming that would result from
alternative emissions choices that societies
may make. Depending on these choices,
emissions could end up being either higher or
lower than the estimated range; however, there
is already a substantial difference between the
higher- and lower-emissions scenarios used
here—sufficient to illustrate the potential
range of changes that could be expected and
how these depend on future emissions.
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In this study, we use the SRES A1fi (fossil fuel-intensive) and B1 scenarios to represent possible
higher- and lower-emissions choices, respectively, over the rest of the century (Figure 2). The higheremissions scenario (A1fi) represents a world with fossil fuel-intensive economic growth and a global
population that peaks mid-century and then declines. New and more efficient technologies are
introduced toward the end of the century. In this scenario, atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations
reach 940 parts per million (ppm) by 2100—more than triple pre-industrial levels.
The lower-emissions scenario (B1) also represents a world with high economic growth and a
global population that peaks mid-century and then declines. However, this scenario includes a shift to
less fossil fuel-intensive industries and the introduction of clean and resource-efficient technologies.
Emissions of heat-trapping gases peak around mid-century and then decline. Atmospheric carbon
dioxide concentrations reach 550 ppm by 2100—about double pre-industrial levels.

Global Climate Models
Emissions scenarios are used as input to global climate models, also known as atmosphere-ocean
general circulation models (AOGCMs). These are large, three-dimensional coupled models that
incorporate the latest understanding of the physical processes at work in the atmosphere, oceans, and
Earth’s surface. Models are constantly being enhanced as our understanding of climate improves and
as computational power increases. As output, they produce geographic grid-based projections of
precipitation, temperature, pressure, cloud cover, humidity, and a host of other climate variables at
daily, monthly, and annual scales.
In this study, we rely on three global climate models: the U.S. National Atmospheric and Oceanic
Administration’s Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) CM2.1, the United Kingdom
Meteorological Office’s Hadley Centre Climate Model, version 3 (HadCM3), and the National Center
for Atmospheric Research’s Parallel Climate Model (PCM).
The three models used in this analysis represent different climate sensitivities. Climate sensitivity
is defined as the temperature change resulting from a doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide
concentrations relative to pre-industrial times, and determines the extent to which temperatures will
rise under a given increase in
BOX 3: COMPARING MODELED TEMPERATURE
atmospheric
concentrations
of
TRENDS WITH OBSERVATIONS
greenhouse gases. Because many of the
Global climate models reproduce annual observed warming
processes at work in the earth-atmosphere
across the Northeast, including long-term trends seen over the
system and their feedbacks are not yet
past century (1900 to 1999) as well as the accelerated warming
fully understood, these are represented
observed since 1970. However, these models have a tendency
somewhat differently in different global
to underestimate the degree of change that has been observed
climate models. GFDL and HadCM3
to date. Most importantly, the models consistently
underestimate the rapid winter warming the Northeast has
have medium to medium-high climate
experienced over the past 30 years.
sensitivities, while PCM has low climate
This may be partly due to the fact that the models are not
sensitivity. 39 The ranges in projected
designed to reproduce the timing of observed natural
temperature change and other climate
variability in the climate system. Neither are they designed to
incorporate “fine-scale” changes in surface snowpack, which
variables presented in this report arise
has been decreasing over the past 30 years.20 Diminished
from the different climate sensitivity of
snowpack can play an important role in enhancing winter
these models.
warming via a snow-albedo feedback loop: exposed ground
Confidence in applying these global
absorbs more solar radiation than snow-covered ground, warms
models
to assess future Northeast climate
accordingly, and can cause additional melting and warming.
derives from evidence that they are able
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to reproduce key features of climate and regional change already observed across the Northeast.1,2

Downscaling
Global models provide a “coarse-scale” resolution, with geographic grid cells ranging in size
from 50 to 250 miles per side. In general, this type of resolution is too coarse to capture the kinds of
“fine-scale” changes we are already experiencing and are likely to continue experiencing across the
Northeast. For that reason, we use several robust downscaling techniques to transform global climate
model output into higher-resolution projections on the order of tens rather than hundreds of miles.
There are two main types of downscaling approaches: dynamical and statistical. Dynamical
downscaling uses high-resolution regional-scale models (with grids on the order of 20 miles). These
incorporate many more of the small-scale processes and high-resolution topography needed to model
climate over a relatively small area such as the Northeast. For that reason, the output they produce is
usually closer to what is actually observed across the Northeast than output from global
models1,40,41,42 —particularly since observations are extremely “local” in that they were taken at
specific weather stations. Furthermore, dynamical downscaling is able to account for important
changes in smaller-scale processes that can affect regional climate.
Statistical downscaling relies on historical instrumental data for calibration at the local scale. 43
A statistical relationship is first established between AOGCM output for a past time period and
observed temperatures and precipitation. This relationship is averaged over a relatively long period of
time, such as 30 or 40 years, to remove year-to-year fluctuations. The historical relationship between
AOGCM output and monthly or daily climate variables at the regional scale is then used to downscale
future AOGCM simulations to that same regional scale. Unlike regional climate modeling, statistical
downscaling assumes that the relationships between large- and small-scale processes remain fixed
over time—an assumption that may not always be justified for precipitation. However, statistical
downscaling has a substantial time and cost advantage; hundreds of years of model simulations can be
downscaled using the same computing resources required to run only a few years of regional-model
downscaling.
In this study, we rely primarily on
BOX 4: THE POTENTIAL FOR SURPRISE
statistical downscaling. However, these
There are a number of important features of Earth’s
projections have been evaluated against
climate system that climate models may not capture
observations
and
regional-model
fully. An important example is the potential slowing or
simulations1,44,45 driven by SRES A1fi (higher
even complete shutdown of the ocean’s thermohaline
emissions) and B1 (lower emissions) output
circulation. This system, driven by sinking water in the
from the PCM model. Two statistical methods
North Atlantic, distributes heat around the globe. In the
past, sudden changes in thermohaline circulation are
were used to downscale HadCM3, PCM, and
believed to have triggered abrupt climate changes in the
GFDL monthly temperature and precipitation
Northern Hemisphere. Slowing or collapse of this
fields for the A1fi and B1 emissions scenarios.
“conveyor belt” of heat reduces the northward transport
The first method 46 produced monthly and daily
of heat from equatorial areas and the southward
movement of cold polar waters.
temperature and precipitation projections on a
Current state-of-the-art models project a weakening
regular one-eighth-degree grid covering the
rather than a total collapse of thermohaline circulation in
entire Northeast, while the second method 47
future centuries.85 However, our current understanding
produced daily temperature projections for each
of the dynamics governing the conveyor belt, and the
of seven northeastern cities: Boston; Buffalo;
potential impact its weakening or collapse would have
on the Northeast, is limited.
Concord, NH; Hartford; New York;
Philadelphia; and Pittsburgh.
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CHAPTER 3

THE CHANGING NORTHEAST CLIMATE:
CURRENT AND FUTURE
We are already experiencing an increase in the rate of climate change in the Northeast. Annual
average temperatures are rising, with the greatest increases occurring in winter temperatures. These
changes have been accompanied by a reduction in snow cover, earlier snowmelt, earlier arrival of
spring, an extension of the summer season, and an increased risk of extreme heat. These changes are
expected to grow in the future, with the amount of change depending on whether we follow a
pathway of lower or higher greenhouse gas emissions.
Here, we focus on each of these changes by category, examining both past observed and future
expected changes in key features of Northeast climate.

3.1 Seasonal and Annual Temperatures
•
•
•

Annual temperatures across the Northeast have risen more than 1.5oF since 1970.
Winters have been warming fastest, at 1.3oF per decade since 1970.
Under the lower-emissions scenario, annual temperatures are projected to increase 3.5 to
6.5oF by 2100, and 6.5 to 12.5oF under the higher-emissions scenario.

o

temperature change ( F)

The Northeast is a temperate region, with highly distinct seasons and a wide range in annual
temperatures. Currently, annual average temperatures range from 40oF in the northern part of the
region up to 50oF in the southern part.
12
Across a single year, temperatures can
observations
range from well below freezing in winter to
10
over
100oF in summer.
higher emissions
8
Given the day-to-day and year-to-year
lower emissions
variability experienced in the Northeast, one
6
year might be relatively warm and the
following
year could be colder than average.
4
However, analysis of average annual and
seasonal
temperatures over longer periods of
2
time shows a distinct upward trend. This is
0
particularly true over the last few decades.
Since 1900, annual temperatures across
-2
the Northeast have risen an average of
0.14oF per decade. 48 From 1970 to 2002,
-4
however, the region has been warming at
1900
1950
2000
2050
2100 an average rate of 0.5oF per decade. This
corresponds to an overall warming for the
Figure 3. Observed and model-based changes in annual average
o
entire region during that time of 1.75oF on
temperature for the Northeast (in F) relative to 1961-1990
average temperature. Modeled historic and future temperatures
average—although of course any given
represent the average of the GFDL, HadCM3, and PCM models.
year can still be warmer or cooler than
average. The upward trend in winter
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temperatures is even greater, rising an average 1.3oF per decade since 1970.
Over the next century, temperatures across the Northeast are projected to continue rising (Figure
3). In the next few decades (2010 to 2039), changes are similar under the lower- and higher-emissions
scenarios, but by mid-century, temperature differences between the scenarios begin to appear. By the
latter part of the century (2070 to 2099), the difference between the higher- and lower-emissions
scenarios is a dramatic 4.5oF.
WINTER (DJF)

ANNUAL

SUMMER (JJA)

Lower
emissions

Higher
emissions

Lower
emissions

Higher
emissions

Lower
emissions

Higher
emissions

2010–2039

2.4

2.6

3.3

3.4

2.2

2.6

2040–2069

3.7

5.8

4.3

6.1

3.8

6.4

2070–2099

5.0

9.5

5.8

9.8

5.1

10.6

Table 1. Averaged model-projected changes in average annual, winter, and summer temperatures (°F) as
projected under the lower- (B1) and higher- (A1fi) emissions scenarios over the next few decades (2010–2039),
by mid-century (2040–2069), and by the latter part of the century (2070–2099) compared with the 1961–1990
modeled average. Projected increases in both winter and summer temperatures are above the annual average,
while increases in spring and fall temperatures are projected to be lower than the annual average.

Over the next few decades, temperatures are projected to increase more in winter than in summer,
with little difference between emissions scenarios (Table 1). This is the same seasonal trend that has
been observed over the past few decades. By the end of the century, however, temperature changes of
a similar size are projected for both summer and winter, with substantially higher changes under the
higher-emissions scenario compared with the lower-emissions scenario. Under the lower-emissions
scenario, end-of-century temperatures are projected to rise on average by 5.8oF in winter and 5.1oF in
summer compared with the 1961 to 1990 average. Under the higher-emissions scenario, end-ofcentury temperatures are projected to average 9.8oF warmer in winter (ranging from 8 to 12oF
warmer) and 10.6oF warmer in summer (ranging from 6 to 14oF warmer).

3.2 Heat Index and “Migrating” States
•
•
•

The “heat index” provides a measure of how hot it feels.
Taking into account humidity, future temperature increases are likely to feel nearly twice
what they actually are.
By the end of the century, summers in upstate New York may feel like Virginia under the
lower-emissions scenario, and South Carolina or Georgia under the higher scenario.

How cold or hot it feels does not depend only on temperature; it is also a function of wind and
humidity. As Northeasterners know all too well, a sunny winter day with no wind might feel warmer
than a damp, windy spring day, while summer days in the Northeast can be stifling, with hot
temperatures aggravated by high humidity. For that reason, heat index (HI), which combines
temperature and humidity, can be a better measure of how hot it actually “feels” in the summer—and
how hot it will feel in the future.
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BOX 5: HEAT INDEX
Heat index is defined as the temperature
perceived by the human body based on
both air temperature and the amount of
moisture or humidity present in the air.

The impact of changes in summer
heat and humidity can best be
illustrated by comparing the types of
future
conditions
expected
in
northeastern states with states along
the southeastern U.S. coast (Figure 4).
For example, based on present-day
average heat index values, the state of
Massachusetts
is
projected
to
resemble New Jersey under the loweremissions scenario by mid-century,
and Maryland under the higheremissions scenario.
With higher emissions, a typical
summer day may feel 12 to 16oF
warmer late in this century.

Figure 4: Projected climate “migrations” for several states and regions in
the Northeast, based on average summer heat index, under the lower- and
higher-emissions scenarios. Based on the average of the GFDL, HadCM3
and PCM model projections.
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Even greater changes are expected
by the end of the century. Under
higher
emissions,
the
typical
northeastern summer day is projected
to feel 12 to 16oF warmer than it did
on average between 1961 and 1990
(the historical reference period used in
this study). Thus, an average summer
in the NYC Tri-State region could
resemble those of South Carolina
today under the higher-emissions
scenario, and Virginia under the
lower-emissions scenario. Summers in
New Hampshire and upstate New
York are projected to feel more like
current summers in North Carolina
and Georgia, respectively, under the
higher-emissions scenario, and like
Virginia under the lower-emissions
scenario.

Climate Change in the U.S. Northeast

3.3 Heat Waves and Temperature Extremes
•
•

•

The number of very hot days is increasing across the Northeast.
By the end of the century, many northeastern cities can expect 30 or more days over 90oF
under the lower-emissions scenario, and 60 or more days per year under the higheremissions scenario.
Currently, northeastern cities experience one or two days per summer over 100oF. This
number could increase by late century to between three and nine days under lower
emissions and between 14 and 28 days under higher emissions.

Extreme heat can be particularly problematic in urban areas. Hot temperatures, amplified by the
urban heat island effect, can create dangerous conditions, especially for children, the elderly, and
other vulnerable populations. Heat waves with multiple consecutive days over 90oF descend on parts
of the Northeast each summer, sometimes more than once, increasing public health risks and
challenging health and emergency response systems.
However, heat waves generally last no more than a week and scorching days over 100oF are rare.
Today, most of the Northeast copes with extreme heat as a trying but infrequent summer challenge.
For example, as of 2001, only 14 percent of New England homes had central air conditioning, while
an additional 44 percent utilized single-room units; in all, 58 percent of homes in New England have
some form of air conditioning, compared with 77 percent of homes nationwide. 49
In the Northeast, the average number of very hot days (temperatures exceeding 90oF) per year has
already increased by roughly two over the last 45 years.8,50 Currently, cities across the Northeast
experience an average of five summer days over 90oF in the northern part of the region and up to 20
such days in the more southern and inland areas. The number of days over 100oF ranges from one day
every two years in more northern cities such as Buffalo up to as many as two days per year for more
southern cities such as Philadelphia and New York City.
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Global warming is projected to
increase these numbers dramatically
(Figure 5). By mid-century, models project
an additional 30 to 60 days per year (one
to two months) over 90oF under the
higher-emissions scenario and 20 to 30
days per year (almost a full month) over
90oF under the lower-emissions scenario.
By the end of the century, most
northeastern cities are projected to
experience more than 60 days each year
with temperatures over 90oF under the
higher-emissions scenario. The smallest
changes are expected for more northern
cities such as Buffalo, with just over 40
days per year, while Philadelphia is
projected to experience an average of 82
days over 90oF per year. The number of
days per year over 100oF is likely to be at
least 20 and closer to 30 in more southern
cities such as Philadelphia and New York.
It should be noted that increases in
extreme heat under the lower-emissions
scenario are less than those projected
under the higher-emissions scenario, but
are still much greater than today. By the
end of the century, most northeastern cities
are projected to have at least 30 days per
year over 90oF. Projected increases in the
number of days per year over 100oF range
from three in more northern cities up to
nine in more southern cities.
Figure 5. Number of summer days that
exceed 90oF and 100oF for seven cities in the
Northeast under a lower- and higher-emissions
scenario. Modeled future extreme-heat days
represent the average of the GFDL, HadCM3
and PCM projections.
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3.4 Precipitation
•

Winter Precipitation Change (%)

•

Winter precipitation (in the form of both snow and rain falling in winter months) has been
increasing over the past few decades, and is projected to continue increasing, with slightly
larger changes under the higher-emissions scenario than the lower-emissions scenario.
Little change is expected in summer rainfall, although projections are highly variable.

On average, precipitation in the Northeast is relatively consistent throughout the year, although it
can vary greatly from year to year and month to month. The recent historical precipitation pattern in
the Northeast was dominated by an extended drought in the early 1960s, which lasted for several
years (Figure 6). This drought was the worst to occur in the Northeast region since the beginning of
record keeping in the late nineteenth century, and possibly since European settlement. 51,52
Excluding this event, there has been a gradual increase of about 5 to 10 percent in annual average
precipitation across the Northeast since 1900.2,53 Most of that increase is evenly split between spring,
summer, and fall, with little change in winter precipitation. Over the past few decades, however, this
trend has reversed. Average annual precipitation shows a slight decrease, but winter precipitation has
begun to increase at a rate of up to 0.15 inch per decade.
The most significant trend has been in the type of precipitation that falls. As winter temperatures
rise, more precipitation is falling as rain and less as snow.
In the future, most model simulations suggest a steady increase in annual precipitation, with a
total increase of 10 percent (or about four inches per year) by the end of the century. Unlike
temperature, the magnitude of annual precipitation changes is not projected to differ significantly
under the higher- and lower-emissions scenarios.
Winter precipitation, however, is projected to increase more under the higher-emissions scenario
than the lower-emissions scenario (Figure 6). By mid-century, winter precipitation could increase
between 11 percent (lower emissions) and 16 percent (higher emissions) on average. By the end of
the century, winter precipitation could increase an average of 20 to 30 percent, with greater increases
under the higher-emissions scenario. And compared with the past few decades, a greater proportion
would be expected to fall as rain rather than as snow. Overall, little change in precipitation is
projected in summer months,
OBS
Higher emissions
Lower emissions
although
individual
models
60%
project both increases and
decreases, in part due to the high
40%
variability
in
year-to-year
rainfall.
20%

Figure 6. Observed and modelbased winter precipitation for the
Northeast, in units of percentage
change relative to the 1961-1990
average.
Model-simulated
precipitation represents the average
of the GFDL, HadCM3, and PCM
projections.
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3.5 Extreme Precipitation and Storms
•
•
•

The frequency of heavy rainfall events is increasing across the Northeast.
Under both emissions scenarios, rainfall is expected to become more intense. In addition,
periods of heavy rainfall are expected to become more frequent.
Some East Coast winter storms are projected to shift from earlier to later in the winter
season as temperatures rise, and more storms are expected to travel further up the coast
and affect the Northeast.

Extreme precipitation can inflict tremendous damage on homes, businesses, public infrastructure,
and ecosystems, as well as disrupting our economic activity and daily lives. Several such events that
hit the Northeast hard in fall 2005 and spring 2006 resulted in loss of life and an estimated $130
million in property damage.
During the 1980s and 1990s, the Northeast experienced a rise in heavy precipitation events
(defined as more than two inches of rain falling in less than 48 hours).9 To assess possible future
changes in extreme events, we used the following three measures:
•
•
•

The average intensity of precipitation, calculated as the number of rainy days each year divided
by total annual rainfall
The number of heavy precipitation events
The intensity of once-a-year extreme precipitation events, calculated as the amount of
precipitation that falls over five consecutive days in a given year

All three measures of extreme precipitation are expected to increase over the rest of the century.
For precipitation intensity, or the average amount of rain that falls on any given rainy day in the
Northeast, increases of eight or nine percent are projected by mid-century, and increases of 10 to 15
percent by the end of the century. In other words, wet days will become wetter.
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Figure 7. Projected increases in three indices of extreme precipitation: (1) precipitation intensity, (2) number of
days per year with more than two inches of rain, and (3) maximum amount of precipitation to fall during a fiveday period each year. Changes are shown for the lower- and higher-emissions scenarios. Model-simulated
precipitation represents the average of the GFDL and PCM models (daily precipitation projections for the
HadCM3 model were not available).
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The number of heavy precipitation events is also projected to
Under both lower and
increase by eight percent by mid-century, and 12 to 13 percent by the
higher emissions, periods
end of the century. This means that, in addition to having more rain
of heavy rainfall may
when it does rain, there will also be more two-day periods with heavy
become more common,
downpours. Finally, increases are also projected for the wettest fiveincreasing the risk of
day period of each year. By mid-century, 10 percent more rain is
flooding.
projected to fall during these events. By the end of the century, 20
percent more rain is projected relative to the average event during the years 1961 to 1990. Overall,
these changes indicate that the types of heavy rainfall events that have occurred in the Northeast in
recent years will become increasingly common (Figure 7), raising the risk of floods.
Changes in precipitation—particularly winter precipitation—are likely connected to changes in
atmospheric circulation patterns and storm frequency. One of the most important types of storms in
the region is the nor’easter, named for its fierce winds that typically blow from the northeast and
drive the storm toward the coast. In past winters, these storms have rapidly blanketed the region in
several feet of snow.
Historically, nor’easters have inflicted significant damage on the Northeast. The so-called
Blizzard of ’78 and the 1991 Halloween Nor’easter are just a few examples of the many storms that
have swept the region. We assessed the potential impact of climate change on the frequency and
timing of these storms. Changes in storm intensity were not examined here, although there is evidence
that the intensity of larger tropical storms and hurricanes may be increasing (Box 6).
Currently, an average of 10 to 11 serious storms hit the East Coast each winter. Approximately 70
to 80 percent of these storms move far enough north to affect the Northeast during November and
December, but only 50 to 70 percent during the months of January, February, and March. Climate
models suggest little change in storm frequency this century, but under the higher-emissions scenario,
between 5 and 15 percent
more of the storms that occur
BOX 6: GLOBAL WARMING AND HURRICANES
during late winter (January,
In the wake of the 2005 hurricane season, much attention has been directed
February, and March) will
toward the question of whether tropical storms in the Atlantic are increasing in
move far enough northward
strength and number. While debate continues over a definitive link between
86
climate change and increased hurricane frequency, it is clear that observed
by century’s end to affect the
ocean warming—a key condition for the formation and strengthening of these
Northeast. Hence, there is
storms—cannot be explained by natural cycles alone. Recent studies suggest
some indication that global
that increased hurricane intensity (exemplified by the rising number of
warming may increase the
hurricanes that achieve category 4 and 5 status) is driven at least in part by
87,88
number of late winter storms
global warming.
The devastation wrought by successive 2005 hurricanes indicates the
experienced in the Northeast
potential for future increases in the duration and strength of tropical storms and
by about one additional
suggests significant risk for coastal communities and ecosystems.
storm per year under the
The path of Atlantic hurricanes frequently brings them toward the
higher-emissions scenario.
Northeast, yet landfall of the most severe storms is historically rare—the
strongest recorded storm to hit New England was the Great Hurricane of 1938.
Little change is projected
Since that time, the Northeast’s coastline has experienced extensive residential,
under the lower-emissions
industrial, infrastructure, and tourism-related development, significantly
scenario; however, even with
increasing the potential for economic and property damage as well as loss of
no change in the number of
life due to storms, floods, and coastal erosion. Even if the intensity of
storms, higher sea levels will
hurricanes and nor’easters does not increase, the combination of expanded
infrastructure and global warming-related sea-level rise will substantially
increase the likelihood of
increase the risk of major storm damage to the Northeast’s coast (see section
damage
to
coastal
3.10).
infrastructure.
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3.6 Evaporation, Soil Moisture, Runoff, and Drought
•
•

•

Rising temperatures will increase evaporation rates and reduce soil moisture in summer.
By mid-century, these changes are projected to lead to more frequent short-term droughts
(an average of two every three years) under both scenarios, with a slightly higher frequency
under the higher-emissions scenario.
By the end of the century, short-term droughts under the higher-emissions scenario may be
as frequent as once per year in parts of the Northeast. Only a slight increase in drought risk
is expected under the lower-emissions scenario.

Lush green hills, clear forest streams, and jewel-like lakes lying at the feet of mountains—all
iconic images of the Northeast—suggest a landscape rich in water resources. While human demand
for water continues to rise, the image of the Northeast as a water-rich region remains largely true. In
the future, however, changes in the timing and amount of water availability and increased frequency
of drought may fundamentally alter this image.
Changes in surface water balance are reflected in evaporation, soil moisture, and runoff. How
much water is entering the system (through precipitation)? How much is leaving (through evaporation
and runoff)? How much remains (as measured by soil moisture)? To examine the potential impact of
climate change on surface or terrestrial hydrology in the Northeast, we rely on simulations from the
VIC hydrological model. These simulations are driven by historical (observed) temperatures and
precipitation and by projected changes in temperature and precipitation that would likely occur under
the higher- and lower-emissions scenarios.
Climate change is projected to increase temperatures and winter precipitation, with little change
in summer rainfall. Increasing winter precipitation would mean more water available for runoff and
evaporation. Rising temperatures would melt snow faster and earlier, likely increasing runoff and soil
moisture in winter and early spring. These increases could be followed by reductions in soil moisture
in the late summer and early fall, since warmer temperatures drive higher evaporation rates, which
would not be compensated by additional rainfall. Water shortages could result. Projected winter and
spring increases in soil moisture, and summer and fall decreases, are generally greater under the
higher-emissions scenario than the lower-emissions scenario, highlighting the important influence of
temperature on hydrology and surface water in the Northeast.
These trends will have important implications for the availability of water for agriculture and
other uses in the Northeast. Moreover, extreme events such as droughts that can occur on top of these
long-term trends have even greater potential for economic and ecosystem damage. A drought is
defined here as occurring when monthly soil moisture is more than 10 percent below the long-term
mean (relative to historical simulations). This definition relates directly to the availability of water for
agriculture and water supply. Drought events are classified as being short-term (one to three months),
medium-term (three to six months), or long-term (more than six months).
Historically, short-term droughts occur once every two years across most of the Northeast and
once every three years over upstate New York, western Pennsylvania, and northern Maine. Mediumterm droughts are far less common; historically, they have occurred once every 15 years for the inland
regions listed above, but not at all for some coastal areas. Long-term droughts occurred on average
less than once every 30 years. 54
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Figure 8. Each map shows the total number of short-term (1-3 month), medium-term (3-6 month) and longterm (6+ month) droughts occurring during the historic 30-year reference period (1961–1990) and the 30-year
period at the end of the century (2070–2099) under a higher- and lower-emissions scenario. Projected values are
the average of the HadCM3 and PCM-based VIC simulations.

By the end of the century, short- and medium-term droughts in the Northeast are projected to
increase dramatically under the higher-emissions scenario, with only slight increases under the loweremissions scenario (Figure 8). Under the higher-emissions scenario, short-term droughts are projected
to occur as frequently as once per year in the north and eastern parts of the region. The frequency of
medium-term droughts also increases substantially under this scenario. These changes result primarily
from reductions in soil moisture during late summer and autumn, which in turn are caused by both
increased evapotranspiration and stable or even reduced precipitation. Droughts longer than six
months are still projected to be infrequent due to the high variability in the Northeast’s climate.
Drier, hotter summers, coupled with wetter periods early in the year, have the potential to affect
water supply and agriculture. Even very short (e.g., one- to four-week) water deficits during critical
growth stages can have profound effects on plant productivity and reproductive success. With climate
change, additional possible stresses on water availability may occur through changes in the amount of
groundwater available in wells.
During a drought, evapotranspiration continues to draw down surface water resources, further
depleting supply. As water deficits deepen, productivity of natural vegetation and agricultural crops
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declines. Drought also affects natural systems as well as households and communities. Extended
periods of low flows in rivers and streams eventually affect vulnerable aquatic wildlife. As soil
moisture is further depleted and vegetation becomes increasingly water stressed, the risk of wildfires
also rises. 55,56

3.7 Streamflow and Water Supply
•
•

•

•

Warmer winter and spring temperatures in the Northeast are melting the snow earlier and
causing earlier high spring flows.
As temperatures continue to rise, snow and ice will melt even earlier, advancing spring
streamflow 10 days earlier under the lower emissions scenario and more than two weeks
earlier under the higher emissions scenario.
Warming temperatures will also cause more water to evaporate in the summer months,
extending the summer low-flow period by nearly a month under the higher-emissions
scenario and increasing the risk of water shortages and drought.
Global warming is also expected to increase the likelihood of high flow events in the winter,
particularly under the higher-emissions scenario, which implies a greater risk of flooding.

Rising temperatures in the Northeast are already changing the timing of important components of
the region’s water cycle. One critical time of year is late winter/early spring, when snow melts, ice
breaks up on lakes and rivers, and the amount of water in rivers (called streamflow) reaches a
maximum. Another critical period comes in mid- to late summer, when high temperatures,
evaporation, and increased demand from urban users, ecosystems, and agriculture produce extended
low-flow periods.
Winters in the Northeast have warmed by 1.3oF per decade since 1970. This has produced a
number of visible changes in winter and spring streamflow and ice cover. Since 1850, for example,
the date of spring ice-out on lakes in the Northeast has shifted earlier in the year by nine days in the
northern states and 16 days in the southern part of the region.16 Similarly, the highest spring
streamflow over the northern part of the region now arrives 7 to 14 days earlier than in the past.17
These changes are directly related to air temperature, which determines ice-out dates and the timing
of snowmelt. Measurements of the effects of ice cover on streamflow in nine of the northeastern
rivers with the longest records have shown that the length of ice cover on those rivers has decreased
by 20 days, with most of the change occurring from the 1960s to 2000. 57
How might global warming affect future streamflow in the Northeast? 58 Under both emissions
scenarios, the date of peak spring flow is projected to move earlier in the year as temperatures rise
(Figure 9). Advances of four to five days are expected over the next few decades (2010–2039),
reaching seven to nine days by mid-century. By the end of the century, peak streamflow could occur
10 days earlier under the lower-emissions scenario and more than two weeks earlier under the higheremissions scenario relative to the historical reference period (1961–1990).
As winter precipitation increases and warmer temperatures begin to melt the snow faster, highflow events are also projected to occur more frequently, especially under the higher-emissions
scenario and toward the northern part of the Northeast.2 In New Hampshire, Vermont, and Maine, the
probability of high-flow events may increase as much as 80 percent, accompanied by a likely increase
in flood risk.
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Lower emissions
26-Mar

Higher emissions

21-Mar

16-Mar

11-Mar

6-Mar

1-Mar

Important indicators of streamflow and
water supply in summer are the timing and
number of low-flow events that typically
occur toward the end of summer. These
have remained largely unchanged over the
past century in the Northeast.89 Even
though evapotranspiration may have been
increasing during that time due to rising
temperatures, increases in precipitation
may have compensated, masking any
underlying trend. In the future, little change
is expected under the lower-emissions
scenario. Under the higher-emissions
scenario, however, the amount of
streamflow during the lowest week of the
year is projected to drop 10 percent or more
by the end of the century (relative to the
1961 to 1990 average).

1961-1990 2010-2039 2040-2069 2070-2099
Figure 9. Projected changes in the date at which 50 percent of winter and spring streamflow has passed, driven
by snow melt, under the lower- and higher-emissions scenarios.17 Projections represent the average of the
GFDL, HadCM3 and PCM models.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) defines a low-flow threshold as 0.5 cubic foot per
second per square mile, approximately equal to the average flow during the month of August. This is
the minimum streamflow required to maintain habitats for aquatic ecosystems in the Northeast. 59
From 1961 to 1990, most streams in the region dropped below the USFWS low-flow threshold
sometime in the middle of July and remained below that level through the first week of September
(Figure 10).
In the future, the duration of low-flow periods is not projected
Rivers and streams could
to change much under the lower-emissions scenario. However,
have greater winter flows,
streamflow in September and October will still remain
increasing the risk of
significantly below the 1961 to 1990 average by the end of the
flooding, and lower summer
century. Under the higher-emissions scenario, changes are
flows, exacerbating drought.
projected in both the duration of the low-flow period and the level
of September-October streamflow. The low-flow period is projected to arrive more than a week
earlier in the year and extend several weeks longer into the fall. Even with the projected increases in
precipitation over the winter months, drying in summer and fall should be expected due to increased
evapotranspiration, particularly under the higher-emissions scenario. Furthermore, lower streamflow
in late summer and fall is consistent with increased drought risk during that time, as discussed in
section 3.6.
To summarize, streamflow is projected to become more extreme—higher in winter, likely
increasing flood risk, and lower in summer, exacerbating drought. Higher winter flows increase the
frequency of ice jams, resulting in major flooding and infrastructure damage. 60 The impact is also
likely to be significant on aquatic plants and wildlife sensitive to the timing of high spring flow (such
as spring-spawning fish) and on river systems where even moderate reductions in low summer flows
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could put pressure on surface water
resources used for agriculture and
human consumption. Even in the
Northeast
where
water
is
considered relatively abundant, the
current competition for water
among
agricultural,
industrial
(hydropower
generation),
municipal, and ecological/habitat
concerns could be intensified by
additional variability and shifts in
streamflow timing due to global
warming.
Figure 10. Projected changes in
average daily streamflow from May
through October (in units of cubic feet
per second per square mile of drainage
area).59 The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) low-flow threshold
is shown for reference. Projections
represent the average of the GFDL,
HadCM3 and PCM models.

3.8 Winter Snow
•
•
•

•

The number of snow-covered days across the Northeast has already decreased, as less
precipitation falls as snow and more as rain, and as warmer temperatures melt the snow
more quickly.
Snow density has increased as the snow has become wetter and heavier (i.e., more “slushy”).
By the end of the century, the northern part of the Northeast, currently snow-covered for
almost the entire winter season, could lose up to one-quarter of its snow-covered days under
the lower-emissions scenario and more than half of its snow-covered days under the higheremissions scenario.
By the end of the century, the southern and western parts of the Northeast could experience
as few as 5 to 10 snow-covered days in winter, compared with 10 to 45 days historically.

Snow—welcome to some, dismaying to others—is an iconic characteristic of winter in the
Northeast and forms the basis for much of our winter activity.
As with streamflow and river/lake ice, rising temperatures over the past few decades have already
produced some noticeable changes in the region’s snow. For example, both observation-driven
simulations for the period 1950 to 1999 and observed historical trends show that the wetness, or
density, of snow has been increasing. 61 At the same time, the number of snow-covered days has
decreased. 62 Four sites with the longest (1926–2004) and most complete records have seen an average
decrease in snowpack depth of 16 percent and an 11 percent increase in snow density in March and
April.20
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The current number of snow-covered days per month in the Northeast 63 ranges, on average, from
close to zero in southern Pennsylvania to as many as 30 in parts of northern New York, Vermont,
New Hampshire, and Maine (Figure 11).

Figure 11. The number of snow-covered days per month (December–February) in the Northeast, averaged over
30-year periods. Values are the averages of the HadCM3 and PCM simulations from the VIC model.

By the end of the century, most of the Northeast could lose four to eight snow-covered days per
month under the lower-emissions scenario and 10 to 15 snow-covered days per month under the
higher-emissions scenario. The largest decreases may occur across the central part of the region and
southern Maine, where the threshold between snow and no snow is most
Increasing winter
sensitive. The projected decrease in the number of snow-covered days
temperatures mean less
in both scenarios is primarily driven by increasing temperatures,
snowfall, more winter
especially in February and March, which reduce the number of freezing
rain, and accelerated
days and thus the ratio of snow to rain. Warmer temperatures also
melting of snowpack.
increase the likelihood of rain falling on existing snowpack and
accelerating snowmelt.
A reduced number of snow-covered days also means that the overall snow season is shortened.
As temperatures rise, snow is projected to appear later in the winter and disappear earlier in the
spring. This will likely be most evident in northern regions where snow is more prevalent. By the end
of the century, both emissions scenarios show large reductions in the length of the snow season in
winter/early spring: more than 25 percent (lower emissions) and 50 percent (higher emissions). These
changes will affect the tourism and ski industries that depend on snow cover for recreational
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opportunities and related revenue, 64 as well as forests and ecosystems that rely on snow cover for
protection during frosts and for soil moisture during the spring. 65

3.9 Timing of Seasons
•
•
•
•
•

Many species of flowers and trees in the Northeast are currently blooming about four to
eight days earlier than the historical average.
By the end of the century, key harbingers of spring are expected to arrive one to two weeks
earlier under a lower-emissions scenario and almost three weeks earlier under a higheremissions scenario.
The growing season in the Northeast has been getting longer by 2.5 days per decade since
1970.
By the end of the century, the growing season is projected to be four weeks longer (under
lower emissions) to six weeks longer (under higher emissions) compared with the 1961 to
1990 average.
Summer is expected to arrive three weeks earlier in the spring and stay three weeks later in
the fall under a higher-emissions scenario; under a lower-emissions scenario, it could arrive
1 to 1.5 weeks earlier in the spring and stay almost two weeks longer in the fall.

The blooming of certain flowers and the budding of leaves on trees are both popular harbingers of
spring, as well as important indicators of our changing climate. The dates at which these occur are
often directly related to the accumulated cold and warm temperatures over the winter and spring
seasons. The biosphere tends to respond to a buildup of temperature change, creating unique
cumulative (rather than instantaneous) indicators. Thus, another method of documenting existing and
future response of ecosystems to climate change is by tracking the dates at which certain species
bloom or produce leaves.
Observations show that the first-flower (or first-bloom) dates for lilacs have advanced four days
since the 1960s.9 Even greater advances of six to eight days have been seen for grape vines and apple
trees over the same time. Plants at Harvard University’s Arnold Arboretum flowered on average eight
days earlier from 1980 to 2002 compared with 1900 to 1920. 66 In general, most documented dates
related to flora and fauna appearances in the Northeast are occurring earlier.
We used additional models to study historical and projected changes in two key dates: (1) firstleaf date, an early spring date related to the general onset of growth in grasses and shrubs, and (2)
first-bloom date, a late spring date when flowers in three indicator species start to open, which is
related to the general onset of growth in dominant forest vegetation. 67 The first-leaf date is
particularly important since it often displays the strongest response to temperature change, and is
crucial for assessing processes related to the start and duration of the growing season.10
First-leaf dates have advanced two days per decade from 1960 to 2001, while first-bloom dates
have moved more than a day earlier each decade. Comprehensive analysis of European phenological
data finds that similar trends in a far broader set of species are attributable to increasing
temperatures. 68 Model simulations show a consistent trend toward earlier spring dates in the future,
with changes of more than two days per decade for first-leaf and first-bloom dates under a higheremissions scenario—or almost three weeks earlier by the end of the century. Changes under a loweremissions scenario are smaller: roughly one day per decade, or one to two weeks earlier by the end of
the century (Table 2).
Earlier spring emergence of plant species throughout the Northeast will change the character of
the region. This trend also has the potential to disturb phenological relationships (i.e., periodic
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biological phenomena linked to climatic conditions) and migratory cycles. For example, if bird
species whose seasonal migration is triggered by length of day arrive at their destination out of synch
with tree and insect species that respond to regional temperature changes, the birds may not find
sufficient food.
Another indicator of seasonality is the arrival and departure of summer. Here, we define the
beginning and end of summer by the average number of growing degree days (defined as the number
of days on which temperatures exceed 65oF, multiplied by how many degrees over 65oF the daily
maximum temperature is for that day) that accumulate by June 1 (marking the beginning of summer)
and September 1 (marking the end of summer) during the years 1961 to 1990.
By mid-century, summer is projected to arrive in the Northeast an average of six days earlier
under a lower-emissions scenario and 11 days earlier under a higher-emissions scenario. It is also
projected to extend longer into the fall—10 days under a lower-emissions scenario and 16 days under
a higher-emissions scenario. By the end of the century, even greater changes are projected, with
summers beginning nine days earlier under a lower-emissions scenario and 21 days earlier under a
higher-emissions scenario. Similarly, summer is projected to last even longer into fall—12 days under
a lower-emissions scenario and more than three weeks under a higher-emissions scenario.
A third important indicator of seasonality in the Northeast is the length of the growing season.
Here, we define the growing season as the length of time between the last spring freeze of the year
and the first freeze of the next autumn (when daily minimum temperatures drop to or below 28oF).
Sustained temperatures of 28oF, or 4oF below freezing, define a “hard frost” in which plants are likely
to be killed.
In the Northeast, the growing (or frost-free) season typically lasts about half the year, or 185
days. From 1915 to 2003, the length of the growing season has been increasing an average of 0.7 day
per decade. From 1970 to 2000, the trend has accelerated to an increase of 2.4 days per decade. While
first-freeze dates in fall are getting somewhat later, the observed increase in growing season length is
being driven primarily by last-freeze dates occurring earlier in the spring.11

2035-2064

2070-2099

Lower
emissions

Higher
emissions

Lower
emissions

Higher
emissions

Onset of summer

-6

-11

-9

-21

End of summer

+10

+16

+12

+23

First frost (fall)

+1

+16

+6

+20

Last frost (spring)

-8

-14

-16

-23

Length of growing season

+12

+27

+29

+43

First leaf (spring)

-3

-5

-7

-15

First bloom (spring)

-4

-6

-6

-15

Table 2. Projected changes (in days) in key indicators related to plant growth in the Northeast, as simulated for
a lower- and higher-emissions scenario.
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By mid-century, the growing season is projected to be two to four weeks longer. By the end of the
century (2080–2099), the growing season may be an average of four weeks longer under a loweremissions scenario and six weeks longer under a higher-emissions scenario.
An extended growing season would seem to favor the farmer, but farming in the Northeast is also
limited by water availability. As noted in sections 3.6 and 3.7, reduced summer streamflow and
increased risk of drought may limit water supply in summer months.

3.10 Ocean Temperatures and Sea-Level Rise
•
•
•
•

Sea surface temperatures off the Northeast’s coast increased by 1oF over the last century.
By the end of the century, these temperatures are projected to increase 5oF under the loweremissions scenario and up to 8oF under the higher-emissions scenario.
As global ocean temperatures rise and ice sheets and glaciers melt, sea levels will continue to
rise.
By the end of the century, sea levels are conservatively expected to rise 4 to 21 inches under
the lower-emissions scenario and 8 to 33 inches under the higher-emissions scenario, with
the potential for additional increases due to more rapid melting of major polar ice sheets.

Sea surface temperatures
relative to 1961-1990 average (oF)

The oceans are an important factor in the Northeast’s climate, strongly influencing the region’s
north-to-south and east-to-west gradients in air temperature. Sea surface temperatures (SSTs) have
already increased, as evidenced by the 100-year record for Boothbay Harbor, ME (Figure 12).
Regional SSTs have increased almost 2oF since 1970 and are projected to continue increasing, though
at a slightly slower rate than regional air temperatures because of the oceans’ moderating influence—
by the end of the century, SSTs could rise 6 to 8oF under the higher-emissions scenario and 4 to 5oF
under the lower-emissions
10
scenario. These increases may
adversely affect native marine
Higher emissions
species in the Northeast,
8
Lower emissions
including
commercially
important
species
whose
6
BOOTHBAY HARBOR
southernmost range is limited
by warm temperatures. Warmer
4
SSTs may also increase
opportunities for invasive
2
species whose populations are
currently limited by the colder
water temperatures off the
0
Northeast’s coast.

-2
-4
1900

1950

2000

2050

2100

Figure 12. Observed and model-based changes in sea surface temperatures (in oF)
relative to the 1961-1990 average. Observations were taken at Boothbay Harbor,
ME. Climate model averages based on GFDL, HadCM3 and PCM are for the
Northeast coast under the higher- and lower-emissions scenarios.
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already rising. This global sealevel rise (SLR) has two
components, both related to
temperature increases. The first
is thermal expansion of sea
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water as it warms; and the second is an increase in the amount of water in the ocean basins resulting
from the addition of fresh water as continental ice sheets and glaciers melt. While SLR is one of the
most certain impacts of global warming, there is still considerable uncertainty in the estimates of the
relative contributions of these two components to observed and projected global mean changes in sea
level.
By mid-century, projected global SLR ranges from 2.5 to 13
Rising sea level and
inches, with no discernible differences between emissions scenarios.
warming ocean
By the end of the century, however, sea levels are projected to rise 4
temperatures may adversely
to 21 inches under the lower-emissions scenario and 8 to 33 inches
affect coastal and marine
under the higher-emissions scenario (Figure 13), putting low-lying
resources in the Northeast.
coastal areas of the Northeast at increasing risk of erosion as well as
flooding during storms.
These model projections of SLR may be quite conservative, particularly for the lower-emissions
scenarios. Recently observed rates of continental ice melt19, 69 , 70 (particularly for Greenland 71, 72 , 73 , 74
and West Antarctica 75 , 76 , 77 , 78 , 79 )
and sea level rise are greater than
100
those used to generate these
uncertainty in SLR from thermal expansion
estimates of sea level rise over
uncertainty
in
SLR
from
ice
melt
the coming century. Of even
80
greater long-term concern is the
Higher emissions
risk that major Greenland and
West Antarctic ice sheets could
60
Lower emissions
become
destabilized
at
temperatures projected for this
40
century, leading to long-term
average increases in global sealevel rise of more than 20 feet
20
over the next few centuries. Such
changes would have catastrophic
consequences
for
low-lying
0
coastal regions, including those in
the Northeast. 80

-20
1900 1925 1950 1975 2000 2025 2050 2075 2100
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Figure 13. Model-simulated sealevel rise (SLR) under the higherand lower-emissions scenarios.90
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CHAPTER 4

CONFRONTING CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE
NORTHEAST
It is clear from observational temperature records as well as a host of indirect indicators such as
the length of the growing season, flowering and leaf-out dates, snow melt and streamflow timing, that
the Northeast climate is already changing in ways consistent with global warming. It is also clear
from the projections presented in this analysis that a much greater degree of change can be expected
over the coming century, particularly under a scenario of continued high emissions of heat-trapping
gases.
Changes in air and sea surface temperature, sea levels, periods of extreme heat, extreme
precipitation, drought, and other features of the Northeast’s climate will have a considerable impact
on the region’s character, its major ecosystems, and climate-sensitive sectors of its economy. A
subsequent report by the Northeast Climate
Impacts Assessment will explore the
BOX 7: ACHIEVING LONG-TERM EMISSIONS
implications of these changes for agriculture,
REDUCTION TARGETS IN THE NORTHEAST
marine fisheries, human health, coastal areas,
In August 2001, in the first action of its kind in North
America, the New England Governors and Eastern
winter recreation, and natural ecosystems
Canadian Premiers (NEG/ECP) signed an agreement
across the region.
committing themselves to a comprehensive regional
Although some uncertainties in climate
Climate Change Action Plan. The plan includes a longprojections still remain to be resolved,
term goal of reducing regional emissions of heatparticularly those related to the fine-scale
trapping gases 75 to 85 percent below 2001 levels.
California has since adopted a similar goal of reducing
spatial distribution of changes over a
its heat-trapping emissions 80 percent below 1990 levels
climatically diverse region such as the
by 2050.
northeastern United States, the greatest
Suppose that the Northeast and the rest of the
uncertainty in future climate is the extent to
industrialized world agreed to reduce emissions 80
which society resolves to reduce further
percent below 2000 levels by 2050—equivalent to an
emissions of heat-trapping gases. Modelaverage annual reduction of roughly three percent.
simulated trends in temperature and
Suppose further that emissions from developing nations
were consistent with the lower-emissions scenario used
precipitation-related indicators presented here
in this analysis. The world would be on track to keep
are consistent with both observed historical
temperatures from rising above those projected in our
trends as well as a broad range of model
90,91
lower-emissions scenario
Reduction goals such as
simulations of the future. These provide
the one set by the NEG/ECP could help spur the
innovation necessary to lead the world to this lowconfidence in the direction and range of our
emissions future.
regional projections.
Because global warming is already upon us, and some additional warming is inevitable, it is
essential to prepare to adapt to the changes that cannot be avoided. 81 However, serious actions to
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reduce emissions have the potential to keep temperatures from rising to levels at or even below those
presented for the lower-emissions scenario (B1) used in this
The greatest uncertainty in the future
study (Box 7). The greater the extent of the emissions
climate is the extent to which society
reductions we are able to achieve, the greater the ability of
resolves to reduce further emissions
ecosystems, human communities, and economic sectors to
of heat-trapping gases. The choices
adapt to the coming climate. Our findings make clear that
we make now will dramatically affect
the emissions choices we make here in the Northeast and
the climate that our children and
globally, now and over the next several years, will have
grandchildren inherit.
dramatic implications for the climate our children and
grandchildren will inherit.
Of course, actions to reduce emissions in the Northeast alone will not be sufficient to avoid
dangerous climate change. But as both a global leader in technology, finance, and innovation and a
major source of heat-trapping emissions, the Northeast is well positioned to help drive national and
international progress in reducing emissions. Indeed, many individuals, communities, businesses,
policy makers, and state governments across the region are already taking innovative steps to do just
that. 82,83 By reducing emissions today, we have an opportunity to avoid the most severe consequences
of global warming and provide a safe climate for future generations.
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About NECIA
The Northeast Climate Impacts Assessment (NECIA) is a collaboration between the Union of
Concerned Scientists (UCS) and a team of independent experts to develop and communicate a new
assessment of climate change and associated impacts on key climate-sensitive sectors in the
northeastern United States. The goal of the assessment is to combine state-of-the-art analyses with
effective outreach to provide opinion leaders, policy makers, and the public with the best available
science upon which to base informed choices about climate change mitigation and adaptation.
For more information visit the NECIA website at http://www.northeastclimateimpacts.org.

About UCS
The Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) is the leading science-based nonprofit working for a
healthy environment and a safer world. For more information visit the UCS website at
http://www.ucsusa.org.
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